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Versions 
========= 

1.0 First Version (8/17/02) 
Added all items and description 
Added about faq section 

==========
About Faq 
==========
   Here's is another Cubix Faq from me. If your having trouble 
with items, then your in luck because this faq will tell you 
everything about the items. It will have full descriotion of 
what the items do and what is it effects. Hope you enjoy the faq 
and if you have comments or question please email me. Enjoy ^_^ 

====== 



Items
====== 
   Items will help you win the race a lot of times, but you have 
to know the effects of it. Here's how I'm gonna listed. 

Item 
Price
Description 
Effect 

Nitro Scoop 
Price 500 credits 
Description: Start off the line faster than ever! Combined 
with the Gav-grip, this upgrade will turn any robot into a 
highly agile racing machine. 
Effect: Make you go faster. 

Grav-Grip 
Price 1000
Description: Grav-grip gives your robot extra traction. 
Turn coners faster than ever before, dodge other racers and 
take shortcuts at high speed! Stopping distance a real so 
greatly reduced. 
Effect: Make you turn easier. 

Mega Horn 
Price 1500
Description: This powerful noisemakers emits a blast 
so loud that it cause all other robots around you to 
become momentarily confused. Use this at key moments 
during the race to pull into the lead. (notes: If 
you have picked up any other items you'll use them first). 
Effect: Use a horn to push opponents robot away. 

Zero-G Engine 
Price 2000
Description: This is for the robot with a need for 
speed, stoping distances will also be longer. It's 
best used in conjunction with Gav-Grip. (note: you 
need Grav-Grip to use this). 
Effect: Make your robot go twice the speed. 

Picked up items. 
Pick up items are items you pick up in a race. 

Speed Boost 
Boost your robot speed for a limited time. 

Mega Horn 
This powerful noisemakers emits a blast so loud that 
it cause all other robots around you to become 
momentarily confused. Use this at key moments during 
the race to pull into the lead. 

Shield 
Temperarely protect your robot from any hazard. 



Missiles 
Use your missle to shoot robots in front of you. 

Mines
When you drop a mine anything that touch it will be stuck 
for a while. 

Solex
Solex are items you can collect while racing. The more 
solex you have the faster your robots will go. 

There you have it, that's all the items. If you have comments or 
question feel free to email me. 
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